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By: John Hanchar
Summary
 Precision
agriculture has the
potential to improve economic and
environmental results on farms
 Follow steps from management
thought to help with decision
making
 Save the date, Thursday, February
25, 2016, and plan to attend “NE
Precision Agriculture: Decision
Making for a Profitable Future,” a
precision
farming
educational
program in conjunction with the
NY Farm Show, Syracuse, NY
Precision Agriculture
Precision agriculture, or precision
farming is defined by the PrecisionAg
Institute as “managing crop production
inputs (seed, fertilizer, lime, pesticides
etc.) on a site specific basis to increase
profits, reduce waste and maintain
environmental quality” (PrecisionAg
Institute,
<www.precisionag.com>,
accessed 6 November 2015). Precision
farming recognizes that agronomic
related processes vary with space and
time within fields, and involves the
application of computerized data
acquisition and/or control systems and
information
systems
to
land
management (Van Es, Cox and others,
Cornell University). Greater accuracy
with respect to rate, timing and/or
location of input usage can lead to more
efficient use of inputs, including
improved economic and environmental
results.
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Yield mapping and/or auto steer,
guidance systems are common entry
points to precision agriculture.
Continued on page 3
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Enhance the profitability of their business



Practice environmental stewardship



Enhance employee & family well-being in a safe work environment



Provide safe, healthful agricultural products



Provide leadership for enhancing relationships between agricultural
sector, neighbors & the general public.
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Other examples of precision farming applications
include: variable rate lime and fertilizer applications
based upon soil sampling on small grids; variable
rate seeding; and a variety of sensing and imagery
tools for monitoring soil variation and crop
progression.
See Kevin Kreher’s article in this issue to learn about
the current status of precision farming in Western
New York based upon a survey of producers and
others.
Decision Making
As with any potential change in the farm business,
farm business owners enhance decision making
efforts by following some prescribed steps from
management thought.
1. Establish criteria, the standards upon which you
are going to judge a single proposed change in
the farm business, or multiple alternative
solutions to a problem. Criteria should be very
closely related to business and family objectives
and goals. For example, a criterion related to
profit objectives of the farm business would be
“the expected change in profit is greater than
zero.” Another example, might be, “the change in
practice must be feasible given the availability of
labor.”
2. Evaluate, analyze the proposed change(s),
alternative(s) based upon the criteria established.
For example, use partial budgeting to estimate
the expected change in profit associated with the
adoption of auto steer technology.
3. Rate a single proposed change, or several
proposed solutions to a problem given the criteria
established.
4. Make a decision. If judging, for example, the
adoption of a single change in technology such as
auto steer versus current practice, then decide yes
or no. If making decisions where you have
identified several alternatives as potential
solutions to a problem, then select the best or set
of best alternatives based upon the ratings.

identified work on various aspects of precision
agriculture as a need of high priority. One response
has been that Team members are working as part of a
statewide committee formed in the spring of this year
to help guide activities on precision farming. The
committee has organized and will offer “NE
Precision Agriculture: Decision Making for a
Profitable Future,” a precision farming educational
program in conjunction with the NY Farm Show,
Syracuse, NY, to be held Thursday, February 25,
2016. Save the date, and plan to attend to learn about
precision agriculture so that you can make decisions
regarding precision farming’s place in helping your
business achieve improved economic and
environmental results.

Save the Date
The NWNY Dairy, Livestock and Field Crops
Program’s Field Crop Advisory Committee
AG FOC US DEC EM BER 2015 NW NYT EAM .C C E.C OR NE LL.ED U
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Opening the Barn Door
By: Libby Eiholzer

I

n October Nancy Glazier and I attended Farm
Bureau’s conference in Syracuse entitled
“Opening the Barn Door: Communicating With the
Public About Your Animals & Your Business.” In
addition to the eminent Dr. Temple Grandin,
speakers included Jessica Ziehm of the New York
Animal Agriculture Coalition and Kay Johnson of
the Animal Agriculture Alliance. In attendance were
a wide array of farmers and agribusiness
professionals representing all facets of New York
agriculture.
So why should we open the barn door? In Ziehm’s
talk entitled “Tell Your Story. Rinse & Repeat” she
made a great case for why we should tell our story.
Her first point was that it’s not the public’s fault that
they don’t know about agriculture; most are 2 to 3
generations removed from farming which creates
both an emotional and a geographic separation.
Since others want to tell our story for us (think
activists!), we need to tell it ourselves. Speaking
from her own experiences as the wife of a dairy
farmer and as the Executive Director of the NY
Animal Ag Coalition, Ziehm encouraged us to own
our actions and be transparent about why farms
operate the way they do. She challenged us to think
about our own farming practices and said that if there
are any that we can’t justify, we really need to
change them.
Dr. Temple Grandin opened her talk with the
comment that while things have really improved in
the agricultural industry, consumers don’t know it!
She noted that “social media elevates the voices of
radicals,” and the rapid pace of social media creates
responses that are emotional, not rational or
thoughtful.
What can we do to counteract this conundrum?
Grandin urged us not to “stay in our silos and
communicate only with people who share our
values.” Studies show that consumers trust farmers
more than they do food manufacturers, and a mom
scientist more than a government scientist. Finding a
way to connect with the public, through your role as
Page 4
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a parent, for example, will help them trust you more.
Once you win that trust, you can show them the good
things that you are doing on your farm.

How Can You Open Your Barn Door?
With the holiday season upon us, now is a great time
to reach out to your neighbors to tell them about your
farming operation. Here are some of the suggestions
that Ziehm gave:







Make a point to visit one neighbor a week
Invite neighbors over for an open house or a meal
Participate in a parade & throw cheese instead of
candy
Make up some postcards w/ pictures of your farm
and use them as thank you notes (or Christmas
cards)
Sponsor an event in your community and volunteer as a farm
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Welcome to MeatSuite!
By: Nancy Glazier

T

he meat marketing website, MeatSuite.com, has
expanded to the NWNY region and beyond.
MeatSuite.com is a free online directory of regional
livestock farms selling meat in bulk quantities.
MeatSuite is a project of Cornell Cooperative
Extension Tompkins and Steuben Counties to
promote direct, local, meat sales and is currently
funded by the New York Farm
Viability Institute. Efforts are
underway right now to recruit
farmers to the site. After doing
some searches I see there are
already some farms in our
region on the site. Good for
you!

Each profile will be reviewed prior to posting.
Remember, sales are all on a bulk basis, such as
quarters or halves. Prices include processing and
must be posted. If you use more than one processor,
use the higher cost in calculating your price per
pound. For rabbit and poultry, list price as $/lb for
the whole animal or $/animal. You must list a price
for each product! “TBD” or
“contact for price” is not
acceptable. Products without
prices will not be listed on
your farm profile. Stay away
from false claims; your
reputation is at stake.

While we cannot guarantee
that MeatSuite will generate
MeatSuite started in 2012 in 9
sales for you, we encourage
counties and is adding 16
you to take a few minutes to
more
counties,
including
join. It’s easy, fast, and free,
Genesee, Niagara, Ontario,
and the more farms that join,
and Yates, in our region.
Graphic source by Matt LeRoux
the
more consumers will see
Wyoming and Orleans are
MeatSuite as a great shopping resource. It is another
also joining without funding support. If your county
tool in the marketing toolbox. There is also a
isn’t listed, you can still participate. MeatSuite is
MeatSuite Facebook page, too.
designed to increase freezer trade sales of local meat
by connecting farms with consumers. Farms can
Matt LeRoux, CCE Tompkins County has done
create profiles featuring contact information, prices,
comparative pricing of bulk and retail cuts with
photographs, and descriptions of products, practices,
grocery stores in the Ithaca area. Bulk prices save
and more. Consumers visit the site to search for
consumers $150-200 for the equivalent of a mixed
farms that match their buying preferences.
quarter of beef. By selling meat in bulk, a farmer can
utilize a USDA or New York licensed processor.
The directory is FREE for farms and consumers.
Creating a profile is an easy way to reach new
I’ll post the instruction sheet to create a profile on
potential customers and expand your farm’s online
our
website,
http://nwnyteam.cce.cornell.edu/.
presence. MeatSuite offers you an opportunity to
Contact me if you’d like me to send it to you, my cell
explain to consumers why your farm is unique. The
phone number is inside the front cover. I can help
directory is open to all meat products raised on your
you set up a profile if you don’t have internet access.
farm. Take some time and look at other profiles; this
You can also email me at nig3@cornell.edu or
will give you ideas for developing your profile.
contact@meatsuite.com with any questions.
There are many terms and claims (breeds, pricing,
types of feeds, etc.) to describe your farm and
After we get some farms listed, the next step will be
practices. Under the tab, Learn More, there are pages
to promote the site to consumers. We will offer some
to help you, and also to help consumers. It works
workshops to promote the site plus postcards to
best to develop your profile first then enter it into the
distribute.
site.
Page 6
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Thinking Out of the Box on Gut Health
By: Jerry Bertoldo

W

e have all heard or used expressions like
“having a gut feeling,” “trust your gut
instincts” or “gut wrenching.” At the recent Cornell
Nutrition Conference some of these old clichés got
some credit from modern science for being more than
just sayings.
Mark Lyte, PhD, a microbiologist at the Iowa State
Veterinary College, talked about some fascinating
work linking the microbiome (the community of
organisms) in the intestinal tract with overall health
and behavior. This work applies to humans and
animals alike. He has been on a 25 year quest to
determine how the complex world of bacteria and
other living bugs in the gut influence the brain and
vice versa. The question of whether pathogens that
exist in the gut remain passive or lead to disease may
be explained by this line of investigation as well.
This field of study is known as microbial
endocrinology. There is a nerve and chemical
connection between the brain and gut. It has been
long known that neurochemicals are produced by
animal cells, but only relatively recently discovered
that microbes also manufacture and secrete the same
ones such as adrenaline and growth-inhibiting
hormone. Even more remarkable is the finding that
these microbes respond to host created
neurochemicals just like the body’s own cells.

neurochemical signals from your brain, but the
contribution of billions of bacteria amplifying the
message by means of the same stimulus.
With the pressure being put on animal production
systems to reduce antibiotic use, particularly through
the feed, we may now see a strong movement
towards alternative products that stimulate “good”
chemicals from the gut microbes. Could this be what
happens with probiotics and fermentation based feed
additives? One theory as to why antibiotics are
effective in increasing feed efficiency has nothing to
do with changing the makeup of the gut microbe
landscape. It focuses on increasing nutrient uptake by
the gut lining. Could it be that this is driven by the
gut microbes themselves secreting neurochemicals
that upregulated digestive function?
The old adage “you are what you eat” might have to
be updated to “you are, think and act like you eat.”
We live in interesting times for sure!

The highly developed nervous system of the
intestinal tract is both a transmitter and receiver of
chemically induced “messages” going to and from
the brain! This relationship is quite the paradigm
shift from conventional thinking. We now can
understand that not only do changes in gut nutrient
content and pH cause a shift in microbial numbers
and ratios amongst different types, but there can be
an impact on the attitude of the animal and even a
change in the risk or resistance to disease. If this
pathway goes both ways, gut upsets can change the
brain’s perceived state of well-being and awareness
of stress can alter gut function and health. That
“feeling in the pit of your stomach” is not only a
direct result of your gut cells responding to
Page 8
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Upcoming Webinars:

Raising Your Bull Calves Can Add
To Your Dairy Farm Profitability

Technology Tuesday Series:
Milking System Operation & Maintenance

If you are thinking about adding a new profitable enterprise to your dairy or beef operation, dairy beef production could be a natural fit.

December 8, 8:30 - 10:00 a.m.
Presented by:
Dan McFarland, Penn State Extension
http://extension.psu.edu/animals/dairy/courses/
technology-tuesday-series

Understanding Efficacy & Safety
of Respiratory Vaccines
December 9, 2:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Presented by:
Dan Grooms, DVM, PhD, ACVM,
Michigan State University
Scott Nordstrom, DVM, Merck Animal Health
http://www.dairyherd.com/webinar-examine-vaccinesafety-and-efficacy

Today’s Tech Tools to Fine-Tune Herd Care
December 14, 1:00 - 2:00 p.m.
Presented by:
Jeff Bewley
University of Kentucky
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/65326017

Using Social Media to Deliver Extension

If you would like to learn more about raising dairy beef,
Cornell Cooperative Extension and JBS meat packers will
be hosting this meeting at the Cooperative Extension Education Center in Albion to discuss the production and
marketing of dairy beef.
Speakers for the workshop will be:
 Dr. Mike Baker, Cornell University Beef Cattle Specialist - beef cattle cycle, & rations for dairy beef.
 Tom Gallagher, CCE Livestock Specialist, Capital
Area Ag & Horticulture Program - vaccination programs for dairy steers and dairy beef quality assurance.
 Larry Rose, VP for Cattle Procurement at JBS,
Greely, Colorado - overview of JBS, including their
leased feedlot in Nicholville, NY marketing dairy
beef, and risk management in regard to raising beef.
Please register for this program by December 2
Timely registration will guarantee a lunch.
There will be no charge to attend this educational event.
Contact: Cathy Wallace at:
585-343-3040 x138 or cfw6@cornell.edu
Or register on-line at:
http://nwnyteam.cce.cornell.edu/index_real.php

December 15, 1:00 p.m.
Presented by:
Dr. Alison Van Eenennaam
http://www.extension.org/pages/29156/upcomingdairy-cattle-webinars#.VkDYoberSM9

Page 10
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2016 Corn Congresses
The Corn Congresses are right around the corner! Come and get all the latest on corn production from Cornell
researchers, extension, and local industry. Visit with all of your favorite local industry representatives at the
Ag. Exhibitor Tradeshow and get answers to all your questions on the latest technology and innovations!
New Corn diseases on the Horizon
360 Y-Drop™ Nitrogen Application System
Nitrogen Management with the GreenSeeker

Results of Cover Crop Interseeding Demos in WNY
Maretail and Waterhemp Resistance and Herbicide Programs
What’s the Current Rules for Unmanned Aerial Systems in NY
Corn Insects of Concern for 2016

DEC Recertification points & Certified Crop Advisor Credits
Registration starts at 8:30 a.m.
Presentations begin at 10:00 and program ends at 3:00.
January 13, Clarion Hotel, Batavia
January 14, Holiday Inn, Waterloo
Please make reservations by contacting:
Cathy Wallace: 585-343-3040 x138 or cfw6@cornell.edu
RESERVATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY:
JANUARY 6, 2016

Cost:
$45, for those not enrolled in the NWNY Team through your local county extension office.
(If you do not receive Ag Focus, the monthly team newsletter, you are not enrolled.)
$35 for those enrolled in the NWNY Team.
Corn Congress brochures will be coming in the next 3-4 weeks. Watch your mailbox!!!
AG FOC US DEC EM BER 2015 NW NYT EAM .C C E.C OR NE LL.ED U
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Cow Comfort, Welfare and the Public
Session 1:
Dairy cattle housing to maximize comfort, production & welfare
January 13, 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Session 2:
Assuring positive perception of dairy cattle welfare
January 20, 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Choose one of the following sites to attend:
CCE-Ontario, 480 North Main Street, Canandaigua
CCE-Orleans, 12690 State Route 31, Albion
CCE-Wyoming, 401 North Main Street, Warsaw

Session 2:

Session 1:
Dairy Handling & Cow Comfort
Katy Proudfoot, PhD, Ohio State University

Welfare Considerations for the Cold
Kimberley Morrill, PhD, NNY Regional Dairy Specialist

Calf Comfort & Welfare Considerations for
Youngstock
Kimberley Morrill, PhD, NNY Regional Dairy Specialist

Animal Welfare in the Milking Parlor
Julie Smith, DVM, PhD, University of Vermont Extension
Dairy Specialist

How To Deliver Messages to the Public
About Farming Practices
Beth Meyer, ADADC

Social Media & Traditional Media Training
Beth Meyer, ADADC

Experiences with the National Dairy
FARM Program
Sara Gillette, Upstate Niagara Cooperative

Areas of Improvement in Animal Welfare for
the Dairy Industry
Sara Gillette, Upstate Niagara Cooperative

Registration due by: J anuar y 4
$75, enrolled & $95, non-enrolled
To register or for more information contact:
585-786-2251
On-Line Registration:
wyoming.cce.cornell.edu/dairy-institute
AG FOC US DEC EM BER 2015 NW NYT EAM .C C E.C OR NE LL.ED U
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What do ‘Millennials’ See as the Future of Farming?

F

This foundation helped to build their passion for
agriculture. They took that passion and applied it to
further their education and their daily life in farming
today. All achieved a Bachelor of Science in their
chosen agricultural specialty.

Eric Beiler presently works for Chuck Deichmann in
Belmont. This is Eric’s third dairy position in his
quest for eventually owning and operating his own
dairy. The robotic, organic dairy of 120 cows
provides a good opportunity to expand Eric’s
knowledge base and grow financially.

Compensation was another topic of discussion.
Adequate compensation to be able to raise a family
and gain equity was important. These folks were
willing to work hard and are dedicated to farming as
a career and a way of life but feel that time away to
reflect, grow and spend time with family is also
important to getting started in organic farming. They
described how organic farming has helped to afford
them opportunities. This was particularly true for the
individuals not farming in conjunction with family.

By: Joan Sinclair Petzen
our young professional farmers shared their
views on getting started and the future of
farming during a panel discussion at the Northeast
Organic Dairy Producers Conference held in Pavilion
on October 1 and 2.

Virginia Chamberlain manages the SUNY Alfred
College of Technology’s farming operations.
Virginia hails from south of Syracuse and graduated
from the University of New Hampshire. She has
since worked for both grazing and robotic dairies
before accepting the position at Alfred State which
involves managing both a conventional and an
organic herd in a tie stall/parlor and robotic freestall
respectively.

Stephen Gould farms with his parents John and
Susan Gould at HarGo Farm near Pavilion. Stephen
returned to the family farm after studying at both
Alfred State College and Cornell University. Mutual
respect between parents and adult children in family
dairy farming is both challenging and rewarding.
The Goulds work hard to develop mutually
acceptable goals and work toward them together.
Peter Martens, son of Mary Howell and Klaus
Martens of Penn Yan started branching out to
develop his independent farming operations during
high school. Renting cropland and hiring his father’s
equipment to plant and harvest crops is how Peter got
his start. He too has enjoyed the opportunity
advanced education affords. Today he works to grow
and expand his farming operations by gradually
taking on more land and acquiring equipment.
As the discussion progressed some common themes
emerged among the young panelists. Each had been
involved in a youth agriculture program like 4-H.

Investing in ongoing professional
growth
opportunities and continued learning is important to
these farmers. They are excited about technology and
how it will change farming practices going forward.
They talked about how reinvestment in the
businesses they are affiliated with is critical to long
term success.

Lastly, each emphasized the importance of
communication among the parties involved in the
farming operation. Effective communication is
critical to identifying and achieving common goals.
They talked about how shared goals are necessary for
multiple parties to successfully operate a farm
business together.
It was indeed an honor to facilitate this panel of
bright, young Western New York organic farmers.
As I work with farms across the region to develop
and implement succession plans, the ideas introduced
to the discussion by Eric, Virginia, Stephen and Peter
frequently emerge.
In 2016, the NWNY Dairy, Livestock and Field
Crops Team will offer the “Managing for Today and
Tomorrow” Workshop Series to help farms owners
and managers think through and develop succession
plans for their farm businesses. To learn more about
this course reach out to Joan Sinclair Petzen,
jsp10@cornell.edu or 585-786-2251, Ext. 122.
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Where Are We with Precision Ag Technology in NWNY?
By: Kevin Kreher, Senior at Cornell University

T

his summer I had the opportunity to intern with
the NWNY Team and Cornell Cooperative
Extension of Genesee County. My internship focused
on a comprehensive survey of “Precision Agriculture
Adoption and Trends” in the ten-county region
covered by the NWNY Dairy, Livestock, and Field
Crops Team. The survey aimed to determine how
growers are using the technologies, gauge how it is
working for them, and discover how Cornell
Cooperative Extension might help farmers working
with these technologies. More than 60 people were
interviewed for this report, and the grower portion of
this survey represents almost 140 thousand acres of
cropland in the region.
The report, available in full on the NWNY Team
website,
http://nwnyteam.cce.cornell.edu/
submission.php?id=506&crumb=precisionxxag|15,
starts with a brief overview of the history of
technology adoption. The survey results provide an
evaluation of current adoption and trends in the
region regarding technology use. The results also
explore problems and solutions that have emerged
with the technology, including a discussion of
economic payback for existing and upcoming
technology. The report ends with a look at
technologies role in the future of agriculture in the
region.
A key finding among the group surveyed was that the
average age of a farm’s employees shows no distinct
correlation with the amount of technology adopted

Photo source : Kevin Kreher

on a farm. The most important factor was a farmer’s
willingness to educate themselves on new ideas,
regardless of age.
Recent advances in agricultural technologies have
increased compatibility and ease of data transfer,
allowing the technology to be used as a tool to assist
farming instead of being seen as an entirely new
undertaking that few had time for. Although there are
still problems that were repeatedly brought up by
numerous parties, the rate of adoption overall has
significantly increased and looks to continue to do
so.
The survey finds that a majority of farms have
embraced technology generally known as autosteer,
where a Global Positioning System (GPS) guides the
tractor straight down a row. Many farms are using
the GPS enabled equipment to side-dress and spray.
This can be complemented by precision data
gathered previously including yield, soil maps, and
precipitation and crop models to adjust rate in
subsections of fields, although this is much less
common currently in WNY.
Survey participants also agreed on the potential
economic returns and benefits found when using
autosteer or GPS steering enabled equipment.
Accurate positioning of an implement during passes
prevented overlap on all equipment, which,
depending on the size of the equipment, field, and the
job being performed, could provide significant
savings.

Page 16
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The full report delves deeper into the economics,
problems, and solutions found during the course of
the survey.
A common concern among those using technology is
how to best use the already under-utilized data. This
is an especially important issue given the amount of
data to be collected in the future by more and more
technology. Utilizing this data and maximizing the
benefit will be an exercise in creativity for farmers,
and will require outside of the box thinking, as technology is providing whole new solutions to what previously has been seen as set in stone limiting factors.

Cornell Sheep Program
Check out the recently revised
Cornell Sheep Program page
Find information about sheep, wool, sheep milk,
production, & marketing in the northeastern US.
Abundant rainfall for forage production and a large
population consuming sheep products in the eastern
United States makes this area an ideal location for sheep
farming.

http://sheep.cornell.edu/

The future of agricultural technology is difficult to
predict as both the hardware and software is rapidly
evolving. What some farmers might not be using for
a couple of years, other early adopters will be using
next season. The survey shows that technology is already having a big impact on New York State agriculture, and new technologies will continue to benefit the everyday operation of farms across the state.

AG FOC US DEC EM BER 2015 NW NYT EAM .C C E.C OR NE LL.ED U
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Biosecure Engineering
By Timothy X. Terry
Regional Dairy Strategic Planning Specialist

I

was finishing up a farmstead survey the other day
and was just outside the milkhouse cleaning /
sanitizing my boots, as well as the legs of the tripod
and feet of the survey rod when the landowner came
up and, with a quizzical look, asked me why I was
scrubbing down my equipment.
“In a word: biosecurity. Whatever pathogens may be
on this farm will stay on this farm. Just like whatever
pathogens were on the previous farm are still on that
farm and are not now on this farm.”
We’re all familiar with biosecurity between farms.
We’ve all seen various service personnel – vets, AI
techs, nutritionists – sanitizing their boots at the end
of a service call. And who isn’t well acquainted with
the disposable plastic booties handed out like candy
at farm tours?
However, have you ever thought about biosecurity
within your farm operation? In other words, what is
being done, or can be done, to prevent the spread of
pathogens from sick / infected animals to healthy,
susceptible herdmates? Dr. Jerry, Libby and others
have consistently preached the husbandry techniques
associated with internal biosecurity – sanitizing vet
equipment, single use needles, milker’s gloves, etc.,
but what about the farmstead layout?
Help or Hinder
“Intelligent growth” is kind of a buzz word in
community development circles and it refers to
guiding the growth and development of a community
in a safe and sensible manner. In other words,
designing so a landfill doesn’t end up next to a
school or playground.
Similarly, you want to develop the farmstead so that
it is safe, efficient, and allows for future growth.
Unfortunately, “Layout has often evolved by
convenience, not by planning,” says John Tyson PE,
Penn State Extension. How many times has a new
building been placed because “it fits there,” which is
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usually right next to the previous one, with little or
no thought for its function, management, or possible
expansion.
Biosecure Layout
So how should it be done? Here are some things to
consider:
 Isolate Sensitive Areas - The swine industry has
probably done the best of any animal agriculture
in this respect. The farrowing barn is separate
from the feeder barn, which is separate from the
finishing barn, and there is some sort of
biosecurity protocol to be followed when
entering any of these facilities. Likewise,
sensitive areas such as newborn / maternity pens
and wet calves should be isolated from much of
the farm’s activities and not incidental to it (note:
that is, isolated, not out-of-sight). Efficient traffic
patterns may have a significant influence on the
placement of these facilities. They should be kept
away from traffic routes that consistently arise
from high pathogen areas – sick pen, manure
storage, etc.
 Manage Air and Manure – Since the majority
of pathogens spread via air or body fluids it
seems logical to try to control the flow of air and
manure as much as possible. The flow of these
fluids should ALWAYS be from most
susceptible to the least susceptible (Fig. 1), or
better yet, no flow at all. If at all possible, avoid
chasing manure from one area into another.

Figure 1 - Pathogen Flow
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Gone are the days of keeping calves in front of
the cows in the main barn because it was always
warm. (If you’re still doing this you may be playing with fire.) A simple runny nose may be an
inconvenience for a cow, but it could be deadly
for the calf in front of her.
Spread Out – I’m the first one to argue against
turning viable cropland into a building site, but
there comes a point where it just is not wise or
feasible to add just one more building to an already cramped farmstead. Moreover, what legal
crop can you grow that will give you the same
return on investment as a comfortable, healthy
dairy cow? Spreading out affords some physical
isolation, better ventilation, and an opportunity
for expansion. In a day and age where there are
mixer wagons/trucks, payloaders, skid loaders,
manure pumps, etc., there is no need to place
buildings almost on top of one another.
Minimize Exposure to Outside Traffic –
Spreading out may also allow you to control
where traffic coming from other farms – feed
truck, milk truck, vet, renderer -- has access to
your farm. Isolating these access routes from





common farm operational routes minimizes the
potential for cross farm contamination.
Isolation - In the same way, provide an isolation
or quarantine area for new animals or animals
returning from a grower or fair/show.
Lastly, animal laneways should be hard surfaced
and curbed. This will allow you to keep them
clean, and the curbs will contain the manure helping to keep you out of hot water with the DEC.
Ideally, these should also be roofed thereby keeping excess precipitation out of the manure handling system.

So the next time you’re contemplating expansion or
renovation think beyond the immediate need and
consider how this might better fit into long term
plans. For example, you might need more room for
lactating cows, but if you were to build a dry cow /
maternity barn, move these animals away from the
general population, and put lactating cows in the area
vacated by the dry cows you’ve not only solved your
housing problem but you’ve improved biosecurity
and increased your ability to more closely manage
these differing groups.
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Save the Date...

DECEMBER 2015
7

Raising Your Bull Calves Can Add To Your Dairy Farm Profitability, 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m., CCE-Orleans County,
12690 State Route 31, Albion. To register, contact: Cathy Wallace at 585-343-3040 x138 or cfw6@cornell.edu. RSVP by:
December 2. For mor e details see page 10

15-16

Calf & Heifer Congress - “Manage What Matters”, F or more conference information on cost, lodging, meals and
registration details go to http://www.cvent.com/d/jrq4k0

JANUARY 2016
13

Corn Congress, 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m., Clarion Hotel, 8250 Park Road, Batavia. For more details see page 11

13

Cow Comfort, Welfare & the Public, 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m., See page 13 for more details

14

Corn Congress, 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m., Holiday Inn, 2468 NYS Route 414, Waterloo. For more details see page 11

16

NY Pork Producers Annual Meeting, Holiday Inn, 2468 NYS Route 414, Waterloo. F or more information contact:
Krista Jaskier: 716-697-3031 or www.newyorkpork.org

16-17

2016 Farmer Brewer Symposium, Hartwick College, Oneonta, NY. F or more details go to:
www.hartwick.edu/farmerbrewer

20

Cow Comfort, Welfare & the Public, 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m., See page 13 for more details

20

Cornell Agribusiness Economic Outlook Conference, 9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m., B25 Warren Hall, Cornell University. For
more information contact: Gretchen Gilbert at 607-254-1281 or gcg4@cornell.edu or visit the website:
http://dyson.cornell.edu/outlook/econokic-outlook-conference

22-23

NY Beef Producers Winter Management Meeting, DoubleTree, East Syracuse, NY. F or more information contact:
Brenda Bippert at: 716-902-4305 or www.nybpa.org

28

NY Corn & Soybean Expo, Holiday Inn, Liverpool

FEBRUARY 2016
3

WNY Soybean/Small Grains Congress, 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m., Clarion Hotel, 8250 Park Road, Batavia

4

Finger Lakes Soybean/Small Grains Congress, 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m., Holiday Inn, 2468 NYS Route 414, Waterloo

25

NE Precision Agriculture: Decision Making for a Profitable Future, NYS F airgrounds, Syracuse, NY
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